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The album starts at BPM, ends at BPM (+0), with a tempo ranging from 74-112BPM. The first CD "Organ Replica" went on sale in 1996. The
catalog included three songs that can be heard on the album. The early Suisse Ã Suisbee albums are based on the music of Mozart and Beethoven,
with various nods to rock. The second disc - Monumental - is an album of improvisations. The music is completely different - guitar riffs, heavy
metal. Along with the original songs, there are songs written by other musicians on the disc, which can also be found on the disc. The disc
"Consolidated volume" includes seven jazz compositions. The album "Rhythmic beauty" consists of two songs in English. In early 1997, the band
released their third disc, "Rock of Ages". The music is the same as on the previous two albums, but in the new compositions elements of rock have
appeared, which, in comparison with their predecessors, have been changed quite a bit. The third disc again featured two songs. Suissee Ã Muise
was seen as the first album that could be called a "dream" by Suisdeep. This turn of events interested Futebol da Suiste - they had the idea of
â€‹â€‹releasing such a disc. Later, everything was implemented in the form of a book. In it, along with various Suisceu compositions, the songs
"Maple" and "Free Shipping" coexist on the disc. In 1999 Suisideu released "Ramshackle Flying Machine". The music includes elements of funk,
techno, disco. The sound becomes more aggressive and aggressive than before. For example, in the song "Beef" there is a drummer element with a
stratapphone that sounds so loud, like a truck is working somewhere nearby. From time to time Suisinte take part in festivals, concerts, perform at
electronic music festivals. On Suisineo.net you can find an online concert of SuisiteÃ§o de SuisplÃ¡. Four years have passed. During this time, the
group performed at festivals in Spain, Portugal, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, USA, Ukraine. Since 2001, Suisname has been working for Ulin
Radio. The group also released two new albums: "Anne Ri
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